Write reflexive pronouns

Grade 2 Pronouns Worksheet

Fill in the blanks with pronouns ending in “self” or “selves”.

1. I folded my clothes all by ________________.

2. We treated ________________ to supper at a restaurant.

3. That cat let ________________ into our house.

4. Bella and Nicole looked at ________________ in the video.

5. Pascal and you walked home by ________________.

6. Luke finished the assignment by ________________.

7. Give me the form, I will complete it ________________.

8. Angela played the role by ________________.

9. Nadia and I cleaned the kitchen by ________________.

10. You ate this entire cake ________________!
Write reflexive pronouns

Grade 2 Pronouns Worksheet

Answers

1. I folded my clothes all by __myself__.
2. We treated __ourselves__ to supper at a restaurant.
3. That cat let __itself__ into our house.
4. Bella and Nicole looked at __themselves__ in the video.
5. Pascal and you walked home by __yourselves__.
6. Luke finished the assignment by __himself__.
7. Give me the form, I will complete it __myself__.
8. Angela played the role by __herself__.
9. Nadia and I cleaned the kitchen by __ourselves__.
10. You ate this entire cake __yourself__!